
PUTRAJAYA AND 
HERITAGE PARK

TICKET: Rub shoulders with movers and shakers in Malaysia’s corridors of power with 
this half-day tour of the Putrajaya Government District. 

Highlights
- Be captivated by the beautiful city of Putrajaya
- Admire fascinating Malaysian architecture
- Visit the Agricultural Heritage Park filled with fragrant fruit frees

Built over six years at the turn of the millennium, Putrajaya stands as a testament to the country’s 
giant social and economic advances. Imaginatively landscaped around a massive lake, this is the 
city of the future today.

Named after Malaysia’s first prime minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra Al-Haj. It was planned to 
the minutest detail as an intelligent garden city redolent with lush greenery and water, 
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encompassing 13 gardens and parks. There is also the Putrajaya Wetland, with wetland plants 
from more than 50 local species.

There are a number of places to visit including the Agricultural Heritage Park, where you can see 
a demonstration of rubber tapping, the Perdana Putra Prime Minister’s complex and the ‘floating’, 
15,000-capacity Putra Mosque. Cross the Putra Bridge over the Putrajaya Lake and see Putra 
Square, one of the ‘stars’ of the city and see the Seri Perdana, the Prime Minister’s official 
residence.

Languages
English.

Redeem information
Voucher type: Printed

Printed Voucher. Print and bring the voucher to enjoy the activity.
Voucher validity: Same day.

Location
Start point:
Please wait in front of the hotel at least 15 minutes before the scheduled departure time. 
Please leave a 10 minute waiting period as the vehicle could be delayed due to traffic 
conditions or weather
Pick-up is included from hotels in Bukit Bintang and Golden Triangle areas only.
If you want to be picked-up from hotels outside the Bukit Bintang or Golden Triangle area, 
you need to select the outside KL City only option.
Pick-up from Cheras, Seri Kembangan, Bangi, Putrajaya, Sepang, KLIA areas are not included.

End point: Same as the starting point

Schedule
Opening dates
09:00 - 13:30

Duration: 4,5 Hours

Guide options
Guide type: Guide

Requirements
Remember to bring the voucher and valid photo ID with you
Shoulders and knees must be covered, no low cut or sleeveless tops and no shorts, this 
applies to men and women. 

Recommendations
Please wear hiking or athletic walking shoes. Included: Guide ,Transport ,Tickets , 
Itinerary: Venues to be visited Point of interest: 1. Agricultural Heritage Park,Venues to be 
visited Point of interest: 2. Perdana Putra,Venues to be visited Point of interest: 3. Putra 
Mosque,Venues to be visited Point of interest: 4. Putra Bridge,Venues to be visited 
Point of interest: 5. Putra Square,Venues to be visited Point of interest: 6. Seri 
Perdana.
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